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Abstract. CT subtraction angiography plays a crucial role in diagnostics and medical
treatment, especially in case of peripheral vascular disease [1]. The subtraction process is
usually violated due to the patient movement between and during acquisition phases. The
main condition for high-quality extraction and visualization of peripheral vessel tree is to
reliably remove all bones from the postcontrast acquisition. Our approach of CTA
subtraction is based on precise volume registration of corresponding bones obtained from the
native and postcontrast acquisition phases. Based on the fact that each individual bone is a
rigid body, for the registration of these objects the rigid transform with different parameters
for each individual bone is used, but because of the patient movement also during the image
acquisition followed by minor flexible post-registration.

1

Introduction

The paper describes a novel method of vessel structure extraction from the 3D CT
angiography data. As mentioned in Maksimov et al. [2], there is a reliable approach, which
would fully remove all bones without violating the blood vessel tree. The algorithm proposed
by Maksimov allows to remove most of the bony structures as well as calcifications using
local matching and image processing, nevertheless it has some shortcomings in the case
where arteries are near to bones. To solve this problem, better non-rigid strategies have to be
determined.
Our approach is based on a combination of rigid and non-rigid volume registration
of corresponding bones segmented from the pre-contrast and post-contrast image data. For
the surrounding soft tissue elimination, the rigid transform parameters derived
for nearest neighbouring bones are used. The final subtracted volume data is then created
from a number of subtracted parts, derived as mentioned above.

2

Methods

In order to eliminate vessel distortion we use the post-contrast image data as the reference
image in the process of registration. Based on the fact that each individual bone is a rigid
body, for the registration of these objects rigid transforms are used (albeit with generally
different parameters for each individual bone). For the application of the individual rigid
transforms of the bone data, the bones must be segmented out reliably.
2.1
Preprocessing
To define the area of interest and eliminate all redundant objects like patient desk and
quantum noise artefacts, some heuristics utilising morphological approaches are used [3].
Bones are segmented by threshold defined from parameters (combination of mean values) of
two Gaussian curves derived by approximating of histogram [4, 5]. For each bone from precontrast phase the corresponding bone from post-contrast phase is searched. Correspondences
between both acquisition phases are evaluated as reliable or unreliable.
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As for this reliability, bone-lockers (dilated areas of segmented bones, Fig 1.) are created
either from post-contrast images for reliable bones or from pre-contrast images. The reason is
to eliminate the case, where bones in postcontrast phase image are connected.

Fig 1. Segmented and assigned high-density objects
2.2
Registration
In case of rigid registration we use a stochastic optimisation method called Controlled
Random Search, which is based on evolution strategy. As mentioned in [6], the main
advantage of this method is that there are more vectors of parameters defining an initial
population and also the possibility to use different heuristics for searching of the optimal
solution. The similarity is evaluated using the angle (cosine) criterion (1) [7]
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where x  {x1 ...xn } and y  { y1 ... y n } represent the vectors of both image intensities.
Unfortunately, due to possible patient movements during the image acquisition, a flexible
post-registration for each bone is needed. The locally defined transforms are derived based on
disparity maps. To obtain the disparity map, we use the non-parametric diffusion method
called Demon [8, 9], which is physically based on the optical-flow. Due to the iterative
concept of this method, displacements u (both pixel and sub-pixel values) are determined:
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where u = (ux, uy, uz) represents the 3D displacement field, f is the intensity of static image,
m is the intensity of floating image,  is estimated noise constant and f is gradient of static
image. This way defined registration process ensures reliable elimination of bones.
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2.3
Subtraction
There are two classes of subtracted data obtained as follows. Data A contain the data from
subtraction of each individual bone. Using the rigid parameters of each bone a number of
geometrically transformed native data are created and subtracted from the original
postcontrast image. This provides B1-BN subtractions, Fig. 2.
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Fig 2. Subtraction process
Because we presume that the intensity of contrast vessel is always higher than the soft
tissue in native image, it is possible to merge the final subtraction as shown on Fig. 3. The
white areas are defined using the bone-lockers mentioned in chapter 2.1 and represented by
values of data A, while the grey areas are represented by minimal values from subtractions
B1-BN with respect to the position.
Sub

Data A
MIN (Data B)

Fig 3. Merging process
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3

Conclusions

Using this approach, we are presently able to provide rather good 3D vessel visualisation
without important traces of other tissues (Fig.4), generally providing higher detail than
standard programs. In the radiologist view, these results enable to trace clearly more detailed
vessel structure compared to images provided by standard commercial software belonging to
the CT imaging system. As it can be seen, some artefacts still remain, probably due to
imperfect matching of neighbouring sections of data; this is presently under further research.

Fig 4. MIP visualization - comercial system (left), proposed method (right)
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